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AUDIT REPORT 

PURPOSE 

The Audit and Accountability Bureau (AAB) conducted the CalGang Criminal 
Intelligence System (CalGang system) Audit under the authority of the Sheriff of Los 
Angeles County.  The audit was performed to determine how the Los Angeles County 
Sheriff’s Department (Department), Operation Safe Streets Bureau (OSS Bureau),1 and 
the Criminal Intelligence Bureau (CIB) 2 complied with the policies and procedures 
related to the CalGang system.  Specifically, the audit determined compliance with 
regard to the inclusion of an entity as a gang into the CalGang system, and the inclusion 
of an individual into the CalGang system. 

The AAB conducted this performance audit under the guidance of the Generally 
Accepted Government Auditing Standards.  The AAB has determined the evidence 
obtained was sufficient and appropriate to provide a reasonable basis for the findings 
and conclusions based on the audit objectives.3 

BACKGROUND 

The CalGang system is a statewide network of integrated computers with nodes 
established in various counties which forms a gang intelligence system.4  The system is 
a statewide database which contains intelligence and case information on identified 
street gangs and gang members.  The system is managed by a cooperative agreement 
among the Department, the California Department of Justice, the Los Angeles Police 
Department (LAPD), and other law enforcement agencies within the state of California.  
The Department and the LAPD use the same Los Angeles County node, with the OSS 
Bureau serving as the Node Administrator for the Department.5  The Department 

1 The OSS Bureau is responsible for the Department’s efforts in gang enforcement, investigation of gang related 
crime, and intelligence gathering related to criminal street gangs. 
2 The CIB was established by the Department in 2015 to institutionalize the integration of criminal intelligence into 

Department operations.   
3 United States Government Accountability Office - By the Comptroller General of the United States, December 2011, 
Government Auditing Standards 2011 Revision.   
4 Nodes are devices or data points on a larger network.  They are individual parts of a larger data structure which 
may contain data and may also link to other nodes. 
5 The Node Administrator is responsible for maintaining operational control and system supervision over the node.  
The Node Administrator has the responsibility to ensure that all users in the node adhere to the system policies to 
protect the system and data integrity (California Gang Node Advisory Committee, Policy and Procedures for the 
CalGang System). 
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maintains the servers which store the gang intelligence data, and is therefore 
responsible for the care and maintenance of the system. 

The rules governing the maintenance of intelligence files are based on those found in 
the California Department of Justice Guidelines for Intelligence Files, and in the Criminal 
Intelligence Systems Operating Policies under Section 28 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations, Part 23 (28CFR23).  The OSS Bureau, as the Node Administrator, is 
responsible for the CalGang system’s compliance with these regulations.  The California 
Department of Justice maintains the authority to audit the CalGang system for 
compliance.  Violations of the established regulations can be cause for the Department 
to receive sanctions or restrictions by the California Department of Justice. 

On August 11, 2016, the California State Auditor issued its report on the CalGang 
system.6  The report alluded to the lack of oversight structure which does not ensure 
law enforcement agencies (end user agencies) collect and maintain criminal intelligence 
in a manner that preserves individuals’ privacy rights.  The report further asserted the 
inadequate oversight contributed to the numerous instances where four agencies they 
examined could not substantiate the validity of the CalGang system entries.7  The State 
audit report also concluded the end user agencies poorly implemented a 2014 State 
law, California Penal Code Section 186.34., requiring notification to the parents or legal 
guardians of minors prior to any entry into the CalGang system. 

According to the State audit report, the California Department of Justice funds the 
CalGang system.  However, two bodies composed of law enforcement officials - the 
CalGang Executive Board (CEB) and its technical subcommittee, the California Gang 
Node Advisory Committee (CGNAC) - are responsible for overseeing the CalGang 
network.  Both entities have developed policies and procedures relating to the operation 
of the CalGang system.8  Any law enforcement agency and its users participating in the 
CalGang system must adhere to the established policies and procedures.   

The CalGang system is the Department's only authorized database on street gangs and 
gang members.  The CGNAC provides operational definitions of what the Department 
recognizes as street gangs and gang members, along with delineating the required 
criteria that must be met to enter a gang or an individual into the CalGang system.9 

                                                           
6 California State Auditor, “The CalGang Criminal Intelligence System,” Report 2015-130 issued on August 11, 2016. 
7 The four agencies reviewed were the LAPD, the Santa Ana Police Department, the Santa Clara Sheriff’s Office, and 
the Sonoma County Sheriff’s Office.  The Department was not contacted directly by the State Auditor during the 
course of their audit. 
8 The CGNAC Policy and Procedures, Section 2.6.1., specifically state the CalGang system will comply with 
28CFR23 and the California Attorney General’s Intelligence File Guidelines. 
9 California Gang Node Advisory Committee, Policy and Procedures for the CalGang System, revised September 27, 
2007. 
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As a Node Administrator, the Department adheres to the CGNAC Policy and 
Procedures.  Moreover, the Department has established internal guidelines for its 
members for the overall use of the CalGang system including the entering of gangs and 
gang members into the system.  The Department has included the provisions outlined in 
the CGNAC Policy and Procedures into the Department’s Field Operations Directive 00-
010.10  The directive is made available to all Department personnel and provides 
direction on the use of the CalGang system. 

An individual can be entered into the CalGang system either as a documented gang 
member or as an associate (an individual who is known to associate with active gang 
members and whom a law enforcement officer reasonably suspects may be involved in 
criminal activity or enterprise).11  Department personnel who have successfully 
completed a Department-approved CalGang training course facilitated by the OSS 
Bureau are authorized to input information into the CalGang system.  

The requisite criteria to enter an individual into the CalGang system is supported by 
source documents such as arrest reports or Field Interview Reports (FIR).12  These 
source documents are records of a Department member’s contact with an individual to 
be entered into the CalGang system.  The OSS Bureau has authored an FIR reference 
guide available to all Department members.13  The guide explains in detail the various 
fields on the FIR which must be completed, and highlights the importance of 
documenting the necessary criteria to classify an individual as a gang member or 
associate. 
 
Before any information on an FIR or other source document may be entered into the 
CalGang system, it must first be approved by a “qualified” reviewer.14  Only after the  
reviewer approves the document may the information therein be entered.  The source 
documents are maintained in a secure setting.  They are only accessible to Department 
personnel who have a “right to know,” or a “need to know,” and only then for a legitimate 
law enforcement purpose.  Information in the CalGang system is to be treated as 
confidential criminal intelligence information with limited dissemination. 
 

                                                           
10 CalGang Procedures and Tracking of Gang-Related Crimes in LARCIS/Juvenile Entry in CalGang Pursuant to 

186.34. P.C.   
11 The term “affiliate” has also been used to identify a person who associates with a gang or with gang members.  
According to the OSS Bureau, the preferred term is “associate.” 
12 Field Interview Reports are sometimes referred to as FI cards. 
13 The Field Interview Reference Guide, revision 12-2011, is accessible to Department personnel via the 
Department’s Intranet site. 
14 A qualified reviewer is defined as a sergeant or sworn designee who has completed the Department-approved 
CalGang training course provided by the OSS Bureau.  Auditors provided the CIB a list of 25 names of reviewers 
from the available source documents.  The CIB confirmed the 25 were qualified reviewers who attended the CalGang 
training course. 
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When a CalGang system record is created, the information must clearly indicate what 
source documents were used to create the file.  The unit entering the information must 
maintain an initialed copy of the source document in a central location at the originating 
unit for not less than five years. 

PRIOR AUDIT  

This was the first CalGang Criminal Intelligence System Audit conducted by the AAB.  

METHODOLOGY  

Scope 

The audit encompassed five main objectives: 

 Entry of Gang into the CalGang System – To determine whether a gang met the 
criteria for entry into the CalGang system. 

 Gang Member into the CalGang System – To determine whether a gang member 
met the criteria for entry into the CalGang system. 

 Gang Associate into the CalGang System – To determine whether a gang 
associate met the criteria for entry into the CalGang system. 

 Notification of Juvenile Entry into the CalGang System – To determine whether a 
juvenile’s parents or legal guardians were notified prior to entry into the CalGang 
system. 

 Node Administrator Audit of the CalGang System – To determine whether the 
Node Administrator conducted a biannual audit of the CalGang system according 
to policy. 
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Auditors reviewed the CGNAC Policy and Procedures, FOD 00-010, and California 
Penal Code Section 186.34. in the analysis of this audit.15  

Audit Time Period  

The audit time period for Objectives No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 was from the date the 
auditors received the CalGang data in October 2016, through five years prior. 

The audit time period for Objective No. 4 was from January 2014, through the date 
auditors received the CalGang data in October 2016. 

The audit time period for Objective No. 5 was from January 1, 2015, through   
December 31, 2016 (two years). 

Audit Population  

Auditors obtained the audit population from CSRA International, Incorporated (CSRA).16  
The Department’s electronic data in the CalGang system is stored in computer servers 
maintained by the Department’s Data Systems Bureau.  The electronic data is sent daily 
to the California Department of Justice for back up.   

Over the course of several days in October 2016, the CSRA provided auditors a mass 
amount of data which included all gangs, gang members, gang associates, and juvenile 
entries in the Los Angeles County node of the CalGang system.  Auditors reviewed the 
data to identify those entries which pertained directly to the Department.  Specifically, 
auditors identified gangs, gang members, gang associates, and juveniles in the 
CalGang system entered by the Department.  For instance, any gang identified as 
having been entered by the LAPD and had no direct connection with areas policed by 
the Department was excluded from the audit population. 

In total there were 1,049 lines of data related to Gangs provided by the CSRA from the 
CalGang system, of which there were 573 Gangs identified.  Of that population, a 
statistically valid sample of 82 Gangs was obtained and utilized for the audit.17 

 

 

                                                           
15 Auditors also referenced the Department’s Manual of Policy and Procedures (MPP) Section, 2-11/030.00, the OSS 

Bureau. 
16 In 1997, the CSRA developed the proprietary CalGang software.  They are responsible for the software 
maintenance, and provide technology and infrastructure support to the CalGang system. 
17 Using a statistical one-tail test with a 95% confidence level and a 4% error rate, a statistically valid sample was 
identified.   
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In total there were 71,750 lines of data related to Gang Members provided by the CSRA 
from the CalGang system, of which 15,410 Gang Members were identified.  A 
statistically valid sample of 95 Gang Members was obtained and utilized for the audit. 

In total there were 7,144 lines of data related to Gang Associates provided by the CSRA 
from the CalGang system, of which 2,147 Gang Associates were identified.  A 
statistically valid sample of 92 Gang Associates was obtained and utilized for the audit. 

In total there were 472 lines of data related to Juveniles provided by the CSRA from the 
CalGang system, of which 447 Juveniles were identified.  A statistically valid sample of 
79 Juveniles was obtained and utilized for the audit. 

SUMMARY OF AUDIT FINDINGS 

The management at the OSS Bureau and the CIB were accommodating and 
cooperative in providing the necessary information, and in validating the findings. 

Overall, the Department did well in the following areas: 

 Entry of Gang into the CalGang System 

 Source Document Retention to Support Gang Member Profile 

 Gang Member Profile with Valid Retention Date in the CalGang System 

 Source Document Retention to Support Gang Associate Profile   

 Gang Associate Profile with Valid Retention Date in the CalGang System  
 Node Administrator Audit of the CalGang System 

The audit identified the following areas in need of improvement: 

 Gang Member Profile and Supporting Source Document Met Criteria for Entry 
into the CalGang System 

 Gang Member Source Document Approved by Qualified Reviewer 

 Gang Associate Profile and Supporting Source Document Met Criteria for Entry 
into the CalGang System 

 Gang Associate Source Document Approved by Qualified Reviewer 

 Notification of Juvenile Entry into the CalGang System 

The results of the audit are summarized in Table No. 1 on the following page. 
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Table No. 1 - Summary of Audit Findings 

Objective 
No. 

Audit Objective 
Met the 

Standard 

1 ENTRY OF GANG INTO THE CALGANG SYSTEM   

 Gang Met Criteria for Entry into the CalGang System 99% 

2 GANG MEMBER INTO THE CALGANG SYSTEM  

2(a) 
Gang Member Profile and Supporting Source Document Met Criteria for Entry 
into the CalGang System 

77% 

2(b) Source Document Retention to Support Gang Member Profile 96% 

2(c) Gang Member Source Document Approved by Qualified Reviewer 35% 

2(d) Gang Member Profile with Valid Retention Date in the CalGang System 100% 

3 GANG ASSOCIATE INTO THE CALGANG SYSTEM  

3(a) 
Gang Associate Profile and Supporting Source Document Met Criteria for 
Entry into the CalGang System 

82% 

3(b) Source Document Retention to Support Gang Associate Profile 96% 

3(c) Gang Associate Source Document Approved by Qualified Reviewer 43% 

3(d) Gang Associate Profile with Valid Retention Date in the CalGang System 100% 

4 NOTIFICATION OF JUVENILE ENTRY INTO THE CALGANG SYSTEM  

 
Written Notice was Sent to Juvenile’s Parent/Legal Guardian Prior to Entry 
into the CalGang System 

70% 

5 NODE ADMINISTRATOR AUDIT OF THE CALGANG SYSTEM  

 Biannual Audit of the CalGang System by the Node Administrator 100% 

 

Objective No. 1 – Entry of a Gang into the CalGang System 

Criteria 

The CGNAC Policy and Procedures, Section 2.17. Criminal Street Gang Defined, 
states:  

2.17. Criminal Street Gang Defined: A gang is a group of three or more 
persons who have a common identifying sign, symbol or name, and whose 
members individually or collectively engage in or have engaged in a pattern of 
definable criminal activity creating an atmosphere of fear and intimidation within 
the community. 

Field Operations Directive 00-010, CalGang Procedures and Tracking of Gang-Related 
Crimes in LARCIS/Juvenile Entry in CalGang Pursuant to 186.34. P.C., states:  
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Gang Defined 

A group of three or more persons who have a common identifying sign, symbol, 
or name, and whose members individually or collectively engage in or have 
engaged in a pattern of criminal activity, creating an atmosphere of fear and 
intimidation within the community.18 

Note:  During the auditors’ CalGang system training course with the Node 
Administrator on September 27, 2016, she indicated that only a Node 
Administrator can enter a Gang into the CalGang system.19  There is no specific 
policy reference related to this practice.  The Node Administrator can approve or 
deny requests by user agencies for entering a Gang into the CalGang system 
based on whether the entity meets the standardized definition of a gang. 

Audit Procedures 

Auditors reviewed 82 Gang profiles entered into the CalGang system.  The Gang 
profiles were evaluated to determine whether they met the criteria for entry.  

Findings 

Eighty-one of the 82 (99%) Gang profiles met the standards for this objective.  The one 
not meeting the standards had only two documented gang members in the database. 

Objective No. 2 – Gang Member into the CalGang System 

Objective No. 2(a) – Gang Member Profile and Supporting Source Document Met 
Criteria for Entry into the CalGang System 

Criteria 

The CGNAC Policy and Procedures, Section 2.18. and applicable subsections, Criteria 
to Determine Gang Profile, state:  

2.18. Criteria to Determine Gang Profile: A subject can be entered into the 
CALGANG® database when two of the following criteria are found through 
investigation, coupled with the officers training and expertise.  The only single 
criteria approved for entry is an in-custody jail classification interview: 

18 The FOD 00-010 uses the same definition to define a criminal street gang as found in California Penal Code 
186.22.(f). 
19 The Department has one primary Node Administrator and three additional personnel trained to perform the duties 
of the Node Administrator in her absence. 
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2.18.1. Subject has admitted to being a gang member.  
2.18.2. Subject has been arrested with known gang members for offenses 
consistent with gang activity.  
2.18.3. Subject has been identified as a gang member by a reliable 
informant/source.  
2.18.4. Subject has been identified as a gang member by an untested 
informant.  
2.18.5. Subject has been seen affiliating with documented gang members.  
2.18.6. Subject has been seen displaying gang symbols and/or hand 
signs.  
2.18.7. Subject has been seen frequenting gang areas.  
2.18.8. Subject has been seen wearing gang dress.  
2.18.9. Subject is known to have gang tattoos.  
2.18.10. In custody Classification interview. (All others require two 
criteria). 

Field Operations Directive 00-010, CalGang Procedures and Tracking of Gang-Related 
Crimes in LARCIS/Juvenile Entry in CalGang Pursuant to 186.34. P.C., states:  

Gang intelligence information used to identify individuals for CalGang files 
generally consists of data extracted from Field Interview Reports (FIR) and/or 
incident reports. 

If the individual admits to being a gang member during the incarceration 
classification procedure, they may be entered into CalGang. If the individual has 
two of the following qualifiers, they may also be entered into CalGang. The 
individual is/was/has: 

 Required to register as a gang member per Section 186.30 of the 
California Penal Code. 

 Admitted gang membership in a non-custodial situation. 

 Identified as a gang member by a reliable informant or source. 

 Identified as a gang member by an untested informant or source with 
corroborative evidence. 

 Seen wearing gang-type clothing. 

 Seen displaying gang symbols and/or hand signs. 

 Identifiable gang tattoos. 

 Frequents gang areas. 

 Seen affiliating with documented gang members. 

 Arrested with known gang members for offenses consistent with usual 
gang activity. 
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Audit Procedures 

Auditors reviewed 95 Gang Member profiles in the CalGang system entered by 
Department members.  Auditors compared the qualifying Gang Member criteria 
information in the CalGang system profile to the criteria indicated on the source 
documents.  The information was evaluated to determine whether it met the criteria for 
entry into the CalGang system. 

Findings 

Seventy-three of the 95 (77%) Gang Member profiles met the standards for this 
objective.  For the remaining 22 profiles, auditors discovered the qualifying gang 
member criteria were not listed on the source documents despite the information 
appearing in the CalGang system profile.   

Additionally, auditors found some of the source documents were improperly classified 
on the CalGang system profile.  Auditors noted instances where the “report type” on the 
CalGang system profile indicated an Arrest Report, yet the individual was arrested for a 
bench warrant only; therefore, not necessitating an Arrest Report.  In these particular 
instances, no Arrest Reports were found. 

Objective No. 2(b) – Source Document Retention to Support Gang Member Profile 

Criteria 

The CGNAC Policy and Procedures, Section 2.15. and applicable subsections, 
Responsibility for Information, state:  

2.15. Responsibility for Information: Information stored on each node must be 
kept accurate and up to date. Agencies entering information are responsible for 
its legality, relevance, accuracy, timeliness, and completeness. 

2.15.1. The CALGANG® system is not designed to provide users with 
information upon which official actions may be taken. Rather, its purpose  
is to provide users with sources of information upon which official action 
may be taken… 
2.15.2. All End User agencies entering information will maintain sufficient 
source documentation in support of their entry. Each entering agency shall 
adhere to established criteria and procedures to ensure proper entry of 
data, storage of gang information, and data confirmation. 

Field Operations Directive 00-010, CalGang Procedures and Tracking of Gang-Related 
Crimes in LARCIS/Juvenile Entry in CalGang Pursuant to 186.34. P.C., states:  
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When a CalGang record is created, the person inputting the information shall: 

 Clearly indicate what source documents were used to create the file. 

 Maintain an initialed copy of the source document (FIR or incident report) 
in a central location at the originating unit for not less than five years. 

 Include the file or URN number (if applicable). 

Audit Procedures 

The Department is responsible for maintaining source documents at each unit which 
enters a Gang Member profile into the CalGang system.  Auditors obtained the source 
documents for the 95 Gang Member entries to determine whether sufficient source 
documents were maintained at the entering unit to support the Gang Member entry. 

For any source document classified as an “Arrest Report” in the CalGang system, 
auditors utilized the Sheriff’s Electronic Criminal Documents Archive (SECDA) to 
retrieve the document.  In September 2012 the Department implemented SECDA as a 
new digital archival system to store arrest/incident reports and booking records.  

Findings 

Ninety-one of the 95 (96%) source documents for Gang Member entries met the 
standards for this objective.  Auditors did not find source documents for the remaining 
four Gang Member entries. 

Objective No. 2(c) – Gang Member Source Document Approved by Qualified 
Reviewer 

Criteria 

Field Operations Directive 00-010, CalGang Procedures and Tracking of Gang-Related 
Crimes in LARCIS/Juvenile Entry in CalGang Pursuant to 186.34. P.C., states:  

In order to safeguard the integrity of the CalGang system, information shall only 
be entered after the required qualifying criteria have been verified and reviewed 
by a “qualified” reviewer.  The qualified reviewer shall initial the source document 
to indicate his or her approval of the information prior to input into CalGang… 

When a CalGang record is created, the person inputting the information shall: 

 Clearly indicate what source documents were used to create the file. 

 Maintain an initialed copy of the source document (FIR or incident report) 
in a central location at the originating unit for not less than five years. 

 Include the file or URN number (if applicable). 
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Audit Procedures 

Auditors determined whether the source documents for the 95 Gang Member profiles 
were approved by a qualified reviewer for entry into the CalGang system. 

Note:  The FOD 00-010 does not include a provision for a date of approval, and 
only specifies the reviewer shall initial the source document prior to its entry into 
the CalGang system.  Without a date of approval, auditors were only able to test 
whether the source document was initialed and approved by the reviewer. 

Findings 

Thirty-three of the 95 (35%) source documents met the standards for this objective.  
Auditors did not locate reviewer initials or proof of approval for the remaining 62 source 
documents. 

Objective No. 2(d) – Gang Member Profile with Valid Retention Date in the 
CalGang System 

Criteria 

The CGNAC Policy and Procedures, Section 2.21. Purge Criteria, states: 

2.21. Purge Criteria: Records not modified by the addition of new criteria for a  
5-year period will be purged. In custody subjects shall be subject to the same 
purge policy. Documents supporting CALGANG®  entries sent to a Node Agency 
shall be returned to the submitting agency or destroyed. 

Field Operations Directive 00-010, CalGang Procedures and Tracking of Gang-Related 
Crimes in LARCIS/Juvenile Entry in CalGang Pursuant to 186.34. P.C., states:  

An individual’s record will be purged from the CalGang system after five years 
from the date of its creation unless there is a new qualifying incident within that 
time. The purge date will be reset with each new qualifying incident.   

A purge of the gang file completely removes the individual’s record from the 
active, searchable gang database. 

Audit Procedures 

Auditors determined whether any of the 95 Gang Member profiles in the CalGang 
system were kept beyond five years after the last qualifying incident.  The review 
included whether the indicated purge date was valid. 
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Findings 

All 95 (100%) of the Gang Member profiles met the standards for this objective. 

Objective No. 3 – Gang Associate into the CalGang System 

Objective No. 3(a) – Gang Associate Profile and Supporting Source Document 
Met Criteria for Entry into the CalGang System  

Criteria 

The CGNAC Policy and Procedures, Section 2.19. and applicable subsections, Affiliate 
Submission Criteria, state: 

2.19. Affiliate Submission Criteria: The affiliate information is entered for the 
purpose of providing further identification, through an established relationship, of 
an existing gang member.  There are two mandatory separate submission criteria 
established for entry of affiliates into a gang member’s record.  Two of the 
following criteria must be present: 

2.19.1. Definition: When an active gang member with an assigned 
gang member number is known to affiliate with other known gang 
members or,  
2.19.2. When the individual is known to affiliate with active gang 
members and the law enforcement or criminal justice officer has 
established there is a reasonable suspicion the individual is 
involved in criminal activity or enterprise. The officer's belief must 
be premised upon reasoning and logic coupled with sound 
judgment based upon law enforcement experience and training 
rather than mere hunch or whim.  

Audit Procedures 

Auditors reviewed 92 Gang Associate profiles in the CalGang system entered by 
Department members.  Auditors compared the qualifying Gang Associate criteria 
information in the CalGang system profile to the criteria indicated on the source 
documents.  The information was evaluated to determine whether it met the criteria for 
entry into the CalGang system. 

Findings 

Seventy-five of the 92 (82%) Gang Associate profiles met the standards for this 
objective.  For the remaining 17 profiles, auditors discovered the qualifying gang  
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associate criteria were not listed on the source documents despite the information 
appearing in the CalGang system profile. 

Objective No. 3(b) – Source Document Retention to Support Gang Associate 
Profile  

Criteria 

The CGNAC Policy and Procedures, Section 2.19.3., states: 

2.19.3. Agencies entering information into CALGANG® on affiliates shall 
maintain documentation, which adequately supports each entry. 

Audit Procedures 

The Department is responsible for maintaining source documents at each unit which 
enters a Gang Associate profile into the CalGang system.  Auditors obtained the source 
documents for the 92 Gang Associate entries to determine whether sufficient source 
documents were maintained at the entering unit to support the Gang Associate entry.   

Findings 

Eighty-eight of the 92 (96%) source documents for Gang Associate entries met the 
standards for this objective.  Auditors did not find source documents for the remaining 
four Gang Associate entries. 

Objective No. 3(c) – Gang Associate Source Document Approved by Qualified 
Reviewer 

Criteria 

Field Operations Directive 00-010, CalGang Procedures and Tracking of Gang-Related 
Crimes in LARCIS/Juvenile Entry in CalGang Pursuant to 186.34. P.C., states:  

In order to safeguard the integrity of the CalGang system, information shall only 
be entered after the required qualifying criteria have been verified and reviewed 
by a “qualified” reviewer.  The qualified reviewer shall initial the source document 
to indicate his or her approval of the information prior to input into CalGang… 

When a CalGang record is created, the person inputting the information shall: 

 Clearly indicate what source documents were used to create the file. 

 Maintain an initialed copy of the source document (FIR or incident report) 
in a central location at the originating unit for not less than five years. 
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 Include the file or URN number (if applicable). 

Audit Procedures 

Auditors determined whether the source documents for the 92 Gang Associate profiles 
were approved by a qualified reviewer for entry into the CalGang system. 

Note:  The FOD 00-010 does not include a provision for a date of approval, and 
only specifies the reviewer shall initial the source document prior to its entry into 
the CalGang system.  Without a date of approval, auditors were only able to test 
whether the source document was initialed and approved by the reviewer. 

Findings 

Forty of the 92 (43%) source documents met the standards for this objective.  Auditors 
did not locate reviewer initials or proof of approval for the remaining 52 source 
documents. 

Objective No. 3(d) – Gang Associate Profile with Valid Retention Date in the 
CalGang System 

Criteria 

The CGNAC Policy and Procedures, Section 2.21. Purge Criteria, states: 

2.21. Purge Criteria: Records not modified by the addition of new criteria for a  
5-year period will be purged. In custody subjects shall be subject to the same 
purge policy. Documents supporting CALGANG® entries sent to a Node Agency 
shall be returned to the submitting agency or destroyed. 

Field Operations Directive 00-010, CalGang Procedures and Tracking of Gang-Related 
Crimes in LARCIS/Juvenile Entry in CalGang Pursuant to 186.34. P.C., states:  

An individual’s record will be purged from the CalGang system after five years 
from the date of its creation unless there is a new qualifying incident within that 
time. The purge date will be reset with each new qualifying incident.   

A purge of the gang file completely removes the individual’s record from the 
active, searchable gang database. 
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Audit Procedures 

Auditors determined whether any Gang Associate profile in the CalGang system was 
kept beyond five years after the last qualifying incident.  The review included whether 
the indicated purge date was valid. 

Findings 

All 92 (100%) of the Gang Associate profiles met the standards for this objective. 

Objective No. 4 – Notification of Juvenile Entry into the CalGang System 

Criteria 

California Penal Code Section 186.34.(d)(1) states: 

To the extent a local law enforcement agency elects to utilize a shared gang 
database, as defined in subdivision (a), prior to a local law enforcement agency 
designating a person as a suspected gang member, associate, or affiliate in a 
shared gang database, or submitting a document to the Attorney General’s office 
for the purpose of designating a person in a shared gang database, or otherwise 
identifying the person in a shared gang database, the local law enforcement 
agency shall provide written notice to the person, and shall, if the person is under 
18 years of age, provide written notice to the person and his or her parent or 
guardian, of the designation and the basis for the designation, unless providing 
that notification would compromise an active criminal investigation or 
compromise the health or safety of the minor. 

Field Operations Directive 00-010, CalGang Procedures and Tracking of Gang-Related 
Crimes in LARCIS/Juvenile Entry in CalGang Pursuant to 186.34. P.C., states:  

When a juvenile is about to be entered into an intelligence database, such as 
CalGang, Penal Code Section -186.34 requires CalGang users to check a 
validation box that the juvenile’s parent/guardian has been mailed a written 
notice of the entry into the intelligence database unless providing that notification 
would compromise an active criminal investigation or compromise the health and 
safety of the minor. This applies to new subject juvenile records when the entry is 
dated January 1, 2014 or after. The letter is only required one time on new 
juveniles. The law does not apply to juveniles who have previously been entered 
into CalGang prior to January 1, 2014. 
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Audit Procedures 

Auditors reviewed 79 Juvenile profiles entered into the CalGang system for this 
objective.  Auditors reviewed the profiles to determine whether the Department gave 
written notice to the parents or legal guardians of any Juvenile classified as a gang 
member or gang associate prior to or on the date of entry into the CalGang system.  
The criteria only applies to all juveniles entered since January 1, 2014. 

Findings 

Fifty-five of the 79 (70%) Juvenile profiles met the standards for this objective.  For the 
remaining 24 Juvenile profiles, auditors determined 23 notices were dated after the date 
of entry into the CalGang system.  One written notice was not sent because the juvenile 
was homeless and did not provide an address.  Auditors found no provision in the policy 
to address this issue. 

Objective No. 5 – Node Administrator Audit of the CalGang System 

Criteria 

The CGNAC Policy and Procedures, Section 2.24. System Audit, states: 

2.24. System Audit:  Each Node will be audited no less then bi-annually for 
accuracy based upon criteria established by C.G.N.A.C. Potential inaccuracies or 
deficiencies will be reported to the Node for review and possible corrections or 
deletions. This shall be completed by the next audit date. Node Administrators 
shall conduct audits as necessary. 

Field Operations Directive 00-010, CalGang Procedures and Tracking of Gang-Related 
Crimes in LARCIS/Juvenile Entry in CalGang Pursuant to 186.34. P.C., states:  

The OSS CalGang Node Administrator will conduct periodic audits of the 
CalGang system. Specific source documents will be checked and verified to 
ensure compliance with this policy.   

 The interval between audits shall not exceed six months… 
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Audit Procedures 

Auditors determined whether a biannual audit of the CalGang system was performed by 
the Node Administrator.   

Findings 

All 14 (100%) of the audit reports met the standards for this objective.  The Node 
Administrator provided 14 audit reports dated from May 2015 to September 2016.  The 
intervals between each audit did not exceed six months.   

ADDITONAL INFORMATION 

Criteria Used to Determine Gang Member Profile 

The information in Table No. 2 below is intended to provide an overview of the 
frequency of the first criteria used for the initial entry of the 95 Gang Member profiles 
reviewed in the audit.  

Table No. 2 – Frequency of First Criteria Used for Gang Member Profiles 
 

CRITERIA 
Frequency 

Used 

Admitted gang membership in a non-custodial situation 38 

Individual admits to being a gang member during the incarceration classification 
procedure* 

32 

Seen affiliating with documented gang members 9 

Arrested with known gang members for offenses consistent with gang activity 7 

Frequents gang areas 4 

Identified as a gang member by a reliable informant or source 2 

Seen wearing gang-type clothing 2 

Identified as a gang member by an untested informant with corroborative evidence 1 

*Admission of gang membership during a custody classification is the one exception to the two-criteria 
requirement. 
 

Auditors discovered for the 95 Gang Member entries, 70 individuals were classified as a 
Gang Member due to their admission of being a gang member, either in a non-custodial 
setting or during the incarceration classification procedure. 
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Juvenile Entries into the CalGang System 

While reviewing the notification of entry of Juveniles into the CalGang system, auditors 
evaluated whether any parent or legal guardian of juveniles requested the removal of a 
minor from the CalGang system.  California Penal Code section 186.34. allows for the 
parents or legal guardians of any juvenile entered into the CalGang system to contest 
the designation into the intelligence database. 

Of the 79 Juvenile samples reviewed, none of the parents or legal guardians requested 
removal of the juvenile’s entry.  The CIB provided information indicating 11 parents or 
legal guardians not in the audit sample requested removal of their minor’s entry into the 
CalGang system.  Of the 11 removal requests, three removals were approved and eight 
were denied. 

OTHER RELATED MATTERS 

Other Related Matters are pertinent issues discovered during the audit, but were not 
objectives that were measurable against Department policies or procedures. 

The Criminal Intelligence Bureau’s Role with the CalGang System 

Representatives from the OSS Bureau and the CIB indicated the Department has 
bifurcated the auditing responsibilities of the CalGang system.  While the OSS Bureau 
still has the day-to-day responsibility of adhering to the policies and procedures of the 
CalGang system, especially as it relates to the entry of data, the responsibility of 
auditing has been shifted to the CIB.  The CIB will also be responsible for ensuring the 
CalGang system adheres to federal law which governs intelligence databases under 
28CFR23.  According to management at the CIB, a new policy or directive delineating 
the Node Administrator duties has been drafted, but has not yet been published.   

Gang Entry into the CalGang System and Document Retention 

The Node Administrator indicated only she has the authority to enter a new gang into 
the CalGang system.  The Node Administrator provided a “Cal/Gang System New Gang 
Request Form” to document the entry of a gang.  The Node Administrator has the 
authority to approve the request from an entering agency, or deny the request for lack of 
criteria.  The form itself was created by the current Node Administrator, but does not 
indicate it is an official Department form.  Auditors did not find a policy requirement 
indicating the gang entry forms must be retained for any period of time. 
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Source Document Retention 

Auditors noted CalGang system entries identify the entering facility on the CalGang 
system profile.  The majority of the entering facilities were Department patrol stations 
and custody facilities.  However, auditors discovered some were entered by specific 
Department entities such as the Asian Crimes Task Force or the Community Oriented 
Policing Bureau (COPS).  These bureaus do not have specific areas for the retention of 
source documents, but rather give the source documents to a patrol station for entry 
into the CalGang system.  Source documents for CalGang system entries created by 
the Operation Safe Jails (OSJ) are maintained at the Pitchess Detention Center.20  
Auditors determined there is no consistent method of maintaining source documents. 

Gang Associate Criteria in Field Operations Directive 00-010 

The FOD 00-010 does not have any direction specifically addressing Gang Associates, 
and the required qualifying criteria to enter an individual into the CalGang system as a 
Gang Associate.  Gang Associates are addressed in the CGNAC Policy and 
Procedures. 

CONCLUSIONS  

During the course of the audit, auditors assessed the policies and procedures related to 
the CalGang system, and identified several areas in need of improvement.  Current 
Department policies and procedures appear to be appropriate with little need for 
revision.  Recurrent briefings and remedial training may be sufficient to address the 
deficiencies. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The resulting recommendations coincide with the findings and conclusions from the 
objectives and other related matters.  They are intended to provide Department 
management with a tool to correct deficiencies and improve performance. 

1. Source documents for Gang Member and Gang Associate profiles must indicate 
the qualifying criteria to support the entry of an individual into the CalGang 
system.  It is recommended the Department conduct recurrent briefings on the 
importance of documenting the qualifying criteria on the source documents to 
support the entry into the CalGang system.  (Objectives No. 2 and No. 3) 
 

                                                           
20 Custody Division Manual, Section 2-00/020.00, Custody Investigative Units, indicates the primary responsibility of 
the OSJ is to gather gang intelligence information that impacts the safety and security of Custody Operations Division 
facilities.  Personnel from the OSJ focus on street gang members who are housed within Custody Operations Division 
facilities. 
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2. Source documents which support a CalGang system entry must be maintained 
by the entering unit in a secured area.  It is recommended the Department 
conduct recurrent briefings on its policies related to the retention of source 
documents in a secured area.  It is further recommended the policy be revised to 
include provisions for Department bureaus, which are not specifically assigned to 
a patrol station or custody facility, in order to ensure the source documents are 
properly maintained.  (Objectives No. 2 and No. 3, and Other Related Matters) 
 

3. Source documents must be approved by a qualified reviewer before the 
information contained therein may be entered into the CalGang system.  It is 
recommended the Department revise the current policy to include a specific 
provision for the qualified reviewer to include his or her name, employee number, 
and the date of approval for overall transparency and efficacy.  (Objectives No. 2 
and No. 3) 
 

4. The FOD 00-010 does not specifically address Gang Associates and the required 
criteria to enter a Gang Associate into the CalGang system.  It is recommended 
the Department revise the current policy to include information regarding the 
entering of Gang Associates, including the approval and retention of source 
documents for Gang Associates.  (Objective No. 3 and Other Related Matters) 
 

5. The parents or legal guardians of juveniles entered into the CalGang system 
must be notified, in writing, prior to the entry.  It is recommended the Department 
conduct recurrent briefings regarding the state law mandating notification of 
juveniles’ parents or legal guardians prior to their entry into the CalGang system.  
(Objective No. 4) 
 

6. The CIB indicated the responsibility of auditing the CalGang system has been 
shifted from the OSS Bureau to the CIB.  It is recommended the Department 
revise the current policy to address this matter.  (Other Related Matters) 
 

7. Requests for the entry of a gang into the CalGang system are approved by the 
Node Administrator.  It is recommended the Department include the current 
practice of the Node Administrator having the authority to enter a gang into the 
CalGang system.  The policy should indicate the request form as a provision.  
Additionally, the form itself should be considered an official Department form and 
include direction on the retention of the form and supporting documents.  (Other 
Related Matters) 
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View of Responsible Officials 

On March 28, 2017, the Office of the Assistant Sheriff, in charge of the OSS Bureau and 
the CIB, submitted a formal response to the AAB expressing agreements with the audit 
findings.  A copy of the audit report was provided to the Office of the Inspector General 
(OIG) to offer them an opportunity to comment.  The OIG did not provide any feedback. 
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This audit was submitted on this 30th day of March 2017, by the Audit and 
Accountability Bureau. 

 
Signature on file at AAB 
_____________________ 
ALAN LIU 
Project Manager 
Audit and Accountability Bureau 
Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department 
 
 
Signature on file at AAB 
_____________________ 
M. ROWENA NELSON 
Head Compliance Officer 
Audit and Accountability Bureau 
Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department 
 
 
Signature on file at AAB 
_____________________ 
STEVEN E. GROSS 
Captain 
Audit and Accountability Bureau 
Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department 
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